Bastion Elementary School
Safety Plan 2020/2021
Timeline
H & S Committee Pre start up Meeting: Wednesday, September 2nd, 2020 at 9:00am
H & S Committee Post start up Meeting: Tuesday, September 8th, 2020
Staff Walk-Throughs: Tuesday, September 8th, 2020 and Wednesday, September 9th, 2020
Safety walk throughs with students: Thursday, September 10th, 2020 and Friday, September 11th, 2020

Monthly meetings will take place with the Joint Health and Safety committee.

Guiding Documents
WCB Protocols: https://worksafebc.com/en/about-us/covid-19-updates/covid-19-returning-safeoperation/education
Provincial COVID-19 Health & Safety Guidelines for K-12 Setting:
https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/administration/kindergarten-to-grade-12/safe-caringorderly/k-12-covid-19-health-safety-guidlines.pdf
Public Health Guidance for K-12 School Settings: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/health/about-bcs-health-care-system/office-of-the-provincial-health-officer/covid-19/covid-19_k-12_school_guidance__2020_may_15_-_final.pdf
BC Restart Plan: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/education/administration/kindergarten-to-grade12/safe-caring-orderly/k-12-education-restart-plan.pdf
BC Go Forward Strategy: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/health/about-bc-s-health-caresystem/office-of-the-provincial-health-officer/covid-19/bc_covid-19_goforward_management_strategy_web.pdf
BC Go Forward Management Checklist: https://www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/public-safety-andemergency-services/emergency-preparedness-responserecovery/gdx/go_forward_strategy_checklist_web.pdf

The Board of Education of School district No. 83 and Bastion Elementary recognizes that the information
in this Safety Plan is fluid and at any time may change as Ministry Information changes or COVID-19
evolves.
In September 2020, School District No. 83 will start up in Stage 2 with the goal of maximizing in-class
instruction for all students according to the revised public health guidelines to reduce the risk of COVID-
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19 transmission. Having students in the classroom helps to minimize learning gaps and provide the
academic, social and emotional supports essential for learning.
Based on the current epidemiology of COVID-19 in B.C., and the fact that children are at a much lower
risk of developing and transmitting COVID-19, School District No. 83 is able to have all elementary school
students receive daily in-class instruction within the school environment. Given the permitted sizes of
cohorts, it is expected that elementary school students will return to full-time, in-class instruction with
minimal modifications to school structures and timetables.
**Parents will be asked to monitor their children daily for symptoms and not to send them to school if
they are sick.**

Symptom checklist
Effective October 13th, School District No. 83 will be using an amended set of criteria for the
Daily Home Health Checks.
The list of symptoms has been reduced to the following:








Fever;
Chills;
Cough or worsening chronic cough;
Shortness of Breath;
Loss of sense of smell or taste;
Diarrhea;
Nausea and vomiting.

When completing the Daily Health Check, at home with your child, and the answer is “YES” to
any of the above symptoms, and they are not related to a pre-existing condition (e.g. allergies),
your child should NOT attend school.
If only one symptom (excluding fever) is present: your child should stay home and can selfmonitor/be monitored for 24 hours from when the symptom started. If the symptom continues
past that window or worsens, seek a health assessment. If the symptom improves, your child
may return to school when they feel well enough.
If your child has a fever, or if two or more key symptoms are present: seek a health assessment.
A health assessment can include calling 811 or a primary care provider like a physician or nurse
practitioner – the assessment will determine whether a COVID-19 test is recommended.
For more information, please visit the District H&S health check information sheet.
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Safety Plan
Instructional Considerations
Teachers should plan…








Activities and games (ie. beanbag tag) that minimize potential contacts.
To teach students new expectations, routines, and procedures (ie. Health checks, handwashing,
minimizing contact with students, physical distancing from adults, washroom breaks before
recess etc.). This is to be repeated with each new group and frequently
For students to place their backpacks with personal items on the back of their chairs
For student items to be kept at school and together (ie. in a bin)
For shared items (ie. Lego, math manipulatives etc) to be stored for now, unless they can be
broken up into separate baggies for personal use/small cohort group use
For outside learning time as much as possible. Custodians can sanitize room whenever teachers
are out of their classroom (ie. for PE)
A classroom set-up that provides as much space between student workspaces as possible.
Additional furniture/large items will need to be removed.

Safety Strategies
The following strategies should be implemented wherever possible in the K-12 school setting:











Avoid close greetings (i.e., hugs, handshakes);
Encourage students and staff to not touch their faces. Spread people out as much as is practical
to do so;
Consider different classroom and learning environment configurations to allow distance
between students and adults (i.e., different desk and table formations) when possible;
Consider strategies that prevent crowding at pick-up and drop-off times;
Stagger recess/snack, lunch and class transition times to provide a greater amount of space for
everyone;
Take students outside more often;
Organize learning activities outside including snack time, place-based learning and unstructured
time;
Take activities that involve movement, including those for physical health and education,
outside as much as possible;
Playgrounds are a safe environment. Ensure appropriate hand hygiene practices before and
after outdoor play as much as possible;
Students should only bring items from home that are part of their daily learning (toys from
home not to be used during recess to eliminate items being played with cross cohort);
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Incorporate more individual activities or activities that encourage greater space between
students and staff;
For elementary students, adapt group activities to minimize physical contact and reduce shared
items;
Manage flow of people in common areas, including hallways, to minimize crowding and allow
for ease of people passing through;
Parents, caregivers, health-care providers, volunteers and other non-staff adults (i.e. visitors)
entering the school should be prioritized to those supporting activities that are of benefit to
student learning and wellbeing (i.e. teacher candidates, immunizers, meal program volunteers,
etc.);
All visitors should confirm they have completed the requirements of a daily health check before
entering and must sign in using the designated book;
Schools will keep a list of the date, names and contact information for all visitors who enter the
school.

Cohorts
Bastion will have 9 cohorts with 1-2 classes per cohort (maximum 60 per cohort) – cohorts are based
on similar grade configurations.
Important facts about Cohorts, as shared in the SD83 Health and Safety document:











Reducing the number of in-person, close interactions an individual has in a day with different
people helps to prevent the spread of COVID-19. This can be accomplished in our K-12 school
settings through two different but complementary approaches: Learning Groups/cohorts and
physical distancing.
A cohort is a group of students and staff who remain together throughout a school term.
Cohorts reduce the number of in-person, close interactions a person has in school without
requiring physical distancing to consistently be practiced. In elementary schools, a cohort can
be composed of up to 60 people.
School administrators should determine the composition of the cohorts. The composition of the
cohort should remain consistent for all activities that occur in schools, including but not limited
to learning and breaks (lunch, recess, classroom changes, etc.). Within the cohort minimized
physical contact should be encouraged, but a two-meter physical distance does not need to be
maintained.
Cohort composition can be changed at the start of a new quarter, semester or term in the
school year. Outside of these, composition should be changed as minimally as possible, except
where required to support optimal school functioning. This may include learning, operational or
student health and safety considerations.
Consistent seating arrangements are encouraged within cohorts where practical. This can assist
public health should contact tracing need to occur.
School District 83 administrators must keep up-to-date lists of all members of a cohort to share
with public health should contact tracing need to occur.

Interacting with Cohorts
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School District 83 will minimize the number of adults (staff and others) who interact with cohorts
they are not a part of as much as is practical to do so while supporting learning and a positive,
healthy and safe environment.
Those outside of a cohort (i.e. prep teachers, remedy teachers, music teachers, TTOCs, casual
support staff, etc.) must practice physical distance when interacting with the cohort. For example,
in an elementary school, two classes from different cohorts can be in the same learning space at the
same time if a two-metre distance is able to be maintained between people from different cohorts.
Face Shields or plexiglass barriers can be issued to those outside cohorts that are required to
instruct students on an infrequent basis.
During break times (i.e. recess, lunch), students may want to socialize with peers in different
cohorts. In elementary schools, students can socialize with peers in different cohorts if they are
outdoors and can minimize physical contact or if they are indoors and can maintain physical
distance. Outdoors is a lower risk environment than indoors.
Unless they are part of the same cohort, staff and other adults should maintain physical distance
from each other at all times. This includes during break times and during meetings.
Students from different cohorts may be required to be together to receive beneficial social supports,
programs or services (i.e. meal programs, after school clubs, etc.). Within these supports or services,
it is expected that cohorts and physical distance are maintained as much as is practical to do so
while still ensuring the support, program or service continues. This does not apply to extracurricular
activities where physical distance between cohorts must be maintained.
School gatherings should occur within the cohort. Gatherings should not exceed the maximum
cohort size in the setting, plus the minimum number of additional people required (i.e. school staff,
visitors, etc.) to meet the gathering’s purpose and intended outcome. These gatherings should
happen minimally. Schools should seek virtual alternatives for larger gatherings and assemblies.

Schedule
Morning Procedures:
1. Students are dropped off for the morning bell.
2. Parents walking their children say good-bye to their children at the gates and children walk onto
school grounds by themselves. Work towards minimizing the number of adults on the school
grounds. This applies to all children in Kindergarten to Gr. 5.
3. Students put their backpacks on their class line-up markings, then stay in line or go play.
Teachers to place these marking on the concrete/ashphalt, using sidewalk chalk or cones. Will
need to discuss that while students don’t need to be 2m apart, we do need to instill and remind
them of no contact. Trying to physically distance at all times!
4. At the 8:03 bell, students line-up on markings.
5. Teachers (and available CEAs) greet children at the classroom door. Health Check to be filled
out by the families on an ongoing basis. With that said, if you feel more comfortable doing your
own version of a health screening, in addition to the family health check, you are always
welcome to do so. He/she enters the room, the child walks to the classroom sink and washes
hands. The student then goes to his/her desk. Repeat with other students. Teachers to
determine routines that work best for their classroom environment.
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6. Students who are late will check in at the office and then report to their classroom.
7. Attendance will be entered via MyEd.
Recess
8. Students wash hands before going outside. Teachers to monitor.
9. There will be 2 staggered recesses – 5 cohorts in first recess, 4 in second. Schedule will be
maintained for the school year
10. Similar to the morning routine, students line-up on markings. Teacher invites students in to
wash hands and go to desk.
11. Students at recess can cross cohort, with physical distance in mind but no contact. Cohort A will
be outside together – interaction but no physical contact. 2nd recess for Cohort B. IF we feel this
needs to be adjusted, we will reassess.
12. Kindergarten recess TBD with K team
Lunch
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Students wash hands before eating. Teachers to monitor.
Staggered Lunch. 5 cohorts will eat at 11:15am, followed by outside play at 11:30am
Staggered Lunch. 4 cohorts will eat at 11:45am, folllowed by outside play at 12:00pm
LHS (Lunch hour supervisor) will prompt hand washing before students head outside. LHS
schedule TBD.
Desks sanitized while students are outside.
Exterior classroom doors should be locked during outside play times. Students should only be
accessing the school, with permission from their teacher or LHS, through the main door.
Similar to morning routine, students line-up at markings after lunch. Teacher invites students in
to wash hands and go to desk.
Students will be asked to bring food containers that are easily opened by themselves.
Encourage pack it in pack it out with lunch garbage, compost and recyclables.
Staff are encouraged to remain at school to reduce exposure during school hours. If staff
member does leave, please sign out.

Dismissal
23. Staff will have the option to park in church parking lot.
24. Parents not using the drive-thru lanes can park and meet children at gate/fence. Parent gets
child and immediately goes to their vehicle and leaves.
25. All students riding bus, walking, biking, will be dismissed at 2:12 and will go directly home.
26. Playground will be closed at the end of the day, starting at 2:12 and will reopen at 2:35 when
daycare buses leave. Only students waiting for their bus, should be on the playground.
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Hand Washing Procedures
Students will be instructed to wash their hands…
 When they arrive at school and before they go home
 Before eating and drinking
 After using the toilet
 After sneezing or coughing into hands or tissue
 Whenever hands are visibly dirty
 When moving between different learning environments (e.g., outdoor-indoor transitions)
 *** Hand washing is always first resort for cleaning hands. Students will always have access to
hand sanitizer provided by the school when hand washing is not available.
 Students may bring their own hand sanitizer, as well.

Photocopy Room




3-people max
Hand sanitizer should be used before and after using the photocopier or other equipment in
the room. If you prefer to wash your hands, please use sink in adjoining room
Lower copier has hand sanitizer available on top shelf of lost and found

Office







1-person max
Staff will access their mailboxes, photocopier and the supply cupboards from the second access
door
Plexiglass has been installed on clerical desk
Hand sanitizer will be on the counter to be used before and after accessing supply cupboard.
Gate will be installed, and a traffic cone will be set up to stop people from walking past clerical
desks
Parents/guests will be asked to phone to talk to the office or make an appointment.

Daily Announcements


Principal/VP will do daily announcements instead of students. (can be reassessed at a later
date)

Supervision



Teacher supervision schedules will be created for recess remain the same for before and after
school, and recess.
LHS schedule will be adjusted according to the staggered lunch periods

Staff Room




6-people max in staff room at one time - we ask that staff members are respectful of others
who are in the staff room and maintain physical distancing.
4-people max in the kitchen upstairs for overflow space - we ask that staff members are
respectful of others who are in the staff room and maintain physical distancing.
Staff will have scheduled access to staff room during their scheduled lunch eating times and
recess break above.
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Staff can still access the staff room outside their scheduled times, as long as the maximum
number of people is not exceeded.

Gym



Students will participate in PE activities outside as much as possible.
Classes within a cohort will have P.E. scheduled together

Hallways


There should be minimal student travel in the hallways except for students going to the
washroom.
Arrows will be placed in the hallway for separate traffic flow. We will follow the “Keep right”
rule when walking down the hallway. Arrow stickers being sent by District.



Classrooms






Interior Health and the Ministry have approved a full return of students in our schools. While a
2 meter distance can not be attained in the classroom, we will be spreading desks out as much
as possible and asking students regularly to maintain distance
Teachers will ask parents/guardians for permission for students to approach them closely
Material distribution/sharing of items
Students will be asked to label their personal items and not to share them.
Provide playground equipment for cohorts to minimize amount of equipment being shared

Masks






Students from K-3 are not required to wear a mask. Should a family request their child wear
one at school, we will support them by providing reminders to the student of proper mask
etiquette;
Effective March 31st and until further notice, all Grade 4 and 5 students (with the exception of
those exempted) will be required to wear a mask. Student masks are available at the office;
Staff are required to wear a mask at all times when indoors;
Students are required to wear a mask on buses;
Everyone must treat each other and those wearing masks with respect.

Music





Open for music classes. District has worked with music teachers on safety protocols and
scheduling details.
Cohorts will be scheduled back to back for cleaning purposes in the music room.
Music equipment wiped down between each class.
Students are required to hand sanitize before going in – music teacher to provide for each
student before entering.

Student Washrooms




2-students max;
1 urinal accessible in each washroom;
Students will use washrooms near the office if absolutely necessary during recess time;
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Students will use the washrooms closest to their classroom during the day;
Markings have been placed outside the washrooms, to identify where students can wait to use
the washroom. Signs are posted and only 2 stalls are available for use.

Library


Library schedule has been provided: students are to use hand sanitizer prior to their book check
outs.

Student Behaviour




In addition to the expectations we already have at school, students will also be expected to
adhere to the new safety guidelines in place. Students that cannot follow the rules we have put
in place to ensure everyone’s safety will be followed up by teacher and/or administration
conversation with student and parents.
Teachers should call Joel or Laura on Teams when there is unacceptable student behaviour.
Follow-up with families when necessary.

Drinking Water




Water bottle filling station has been installed.
Water fountains will be “bagged” so students cannot use them – students will be asked to bring
one or two water bottles with them each day they are at school.
In many classrooms, students can still fill their water bottle at their sink after the water is run
for 60 seconds. H&S team have gone through to all the classes to confirm signs are up to date.
If this not an option, water bottle filling station will be their go to.

Volunteers/Visitors




Volunteers are permitted in the building, permitting they follow health and safety guidelines
from this document. Volunteers will be required to wear a mask and minimize physical contact
and maintain physical distancing between adults.
When visitors (parents/caregivers, contractors) come to the school, the following protocols must
be followed:

1. All visitors will need to self-acknowledge the health check questionnaire posted (see Visitor Health
Check) and answer the Health Check questions at the main office or welcome centre.
2. Prior to signing in, the visitor should use hand sanitizer,
3. Once hands are sanitized the visitor should sign into the sign-in book. By signing the sign in book
visitors are verifying that they have answered NO to all questions on the health check form and are
free from any symptoms of COVID-19, that they have not travelled outside of country and that they
haven’t had any known contact with anyone with COVID-19. See 19.3 for Visitor Health Self Check.
4. If they answer yes to any questions a virtual meeting or telephone meeting should take place, and
visitor should not enter a School District No. 83 school or facility.
5. For contact tracing purposes visitors must sign in/out, citing, date, location or contact visitor will
be meeting with and phone number then proceed to destination.
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Evening user groups


At this time, the schools will be closed to evening groups/community events (Lacrosse, dance,
etc.).

Custodial/Sanitization




















Daytime custodian: Anna 8-4:30pm, Joe from 11-7:30pm
Custodians will sanitize every classroom during lunch and recess times according to schedule.
Washrooms, photocopy room, staff room, and other shared spaces will be sanitized on a more
frequent basis.
All classrooms have running hot water for hand washing, with exception of multipurpose
classroom which will use washrooms around the corner.
Any staff member can use the disinfectant Vitaloxide to clean hard surfaces and easy to clean
items
Effective Monday, June 1st each classroom will have a bottle of disinfecting cleaner and a green
cloth. This cleaner is to be used to wipe down hard surfaces or items that can be easily
cleaned.
The product is safe to use, without using gloves, respirator or protective eyewear. The Safety
Data Sheet is available in the main office.
If you are running low on items in your classroom, please add to the supplies needed list found
at the main office so that custodian staff can replenish before they run out.

We will review the following during the school start up walk-thru:
Spray the disinfectant directly on to the cloth;
Cloth should be damp, but not dripping;
Wipe off any dirt or crumbs before using the product;
Wipe the hard surface or items;
Allow to dry (30 seconds);
Product is odorless and will not harm your skin;
Do not use on fabric or carpet;
Teachers are requested to place their green cloths in the blue bin every Friday by 2pm
and refill bottles as needed.
Joe/Anna can assist if you have any questions.
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Symptomatic Students/Staff Member





If a student becomes symptomatic, they are to be removed immediately to our sick room,
which will be labelled as an isolation area. Parents will be contacted by office staff. Based on
outcome of conversation with parents, parent may be required to pick student up immediately.
In some cases, it may be necessary to evacuate the classroom for proper cleaning and
immediate physical distancing. Please call Joel or Laura on Teams or text and use the CEA if
available for immediate assistance. Areas that the student or staff member were in will be
immediately sanitized. See appendix B for more information.
Please refer to the District Health and Safety document under bullet 17 for detailed specifics
related to staff / student illness
If a student or staff member develops symptoms while at school, they must wear a mask while
they are preparing to go home
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